Design of ridge filters for spread-out Bragg peaks with Monte Carlo simulation in carbon ion therapy.
Spread-out Bragg peaks made by ridge filters or wheel range modulators are used in charged particle therapy with passive methods to achieve uniform biological responses in irradiated tumors. Following the biological responses needed to design the ridge filters, which were developed at the National Institute of Radiological Sciences in Japan, new ridge filters were designed using recent developments in heavy-ion reactions and dosimetry. The Monte Carlo code of Geant4 was used to calculate the qualities of carbon ion beams in a water phantom. The results obtained from the simulation were corrected so that they agreed with the measurements of depth dose distributions. The calculations of biological responses to fragments other than carbon ions were assumed to be for helium ions. The measured dose distributions with the designed ridge filters were compared to the calculated distributions. A beam modifying system using this adaptable method was successively applied to carbon ion therapy at Gunma University.